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Objectives of the study

The disposal of radioactive wastes in clayey formations may require the use of large amounts
of concrete and cement as a barrier to minimize corrosion of steel containers and radionuclide
migration and for supporting drifts and disposal vaults. In this context, reactive transport
modeling of the interactions between cement or concrete and the argillaceous host rock aims
at estimating the evolution in time of the containment properties of the multi-barriers system.

The objectives of the paper are to demonstrate that integrating radionuclides migration in the
modeling of strongly coupled geochemical processes of cement-claystone interactions is
feasible and that it represents an efficient way to assess the sensistivity and modification of
the classical Kd and solubility parameters with respect to the chemical evolutions. Two types
of modeling are considered in the paper: i): calculation of intrinsic solubility limits and Kd
values backing up on the results of modeling of cement/claystone interactions (radionuclides
are assumed to be present over the whole domain at any time whatever the scenario), ii) full
mechanistic modeling which explicitely introduces radionuclides in the calculation with ad
hoc assumptions on radionuclide inventory, canister failure, migration pathway, etc.

The reactive transport code HYTEC [1], based on the geochemical code CHESS [2], is used
to simulate both the cement-claystone interaction processes and the radionuclide migration in
ID and 2D configurations. Convective/dispersive and diffuse transport can be simulated for
solutes and colloids. A wide range of processes such as aqueous chemistry, redox,
dissolution/precipitation, surface complexation and ion exchange can be modeled at
equilibrium or with kinetic control. In addition, HYTEC is strongly coupled, i.e. the
hydrology (flow and diffusion) may change when mineral precipitation or dissolution changes
the local porosity [3].

Context and modeling assumptions

The studied system is a simplified representation of a potential repository site of intermediate
level radioactive wastes in a deep claystone formation [4]. The waste disposal design consists
of long horizontal tunnels (100 m long, 6 m in diameter) perpendicular to handling drifts. For
simplicity, it is assumed that the tunnels are entirely filled with a young Portland Cement (pH
= 13.3 with CSH1.8, portlandite and ettringite as principal minerals). The claystone mainly
contains clay minerals (illite, montmorillonite) with cation exchange properties (CEC = 20
meq/lOOg), but also quartz, calcite and dolomite. The porewater has a pH of 7.7 with sodium,
chloride and sulfate as major ions. Diffusion is predominant over the whole system and an
excavation damaged zone is considered around the tunnels.
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Figure 1. Evolution after 10000 y.
Extension of the pH disturbance and
distribution of the mineral with
radionuclide retention properties (hyp.
C).
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Figure 2. Modification of the solubility limit of technetium (hyp. A, intrinsic
calculation) and of the Kd value of cesium (hyp. C, mechanistic calculation)
during the first 10000 years.

One of the most problematic issues in cement/rock interactions is to select secondary minerals
which will be allowed to precipitate in the simulations. Keeping in mind performance
assessement requirements, we have analyzed in previous studies the effect of the
mineralogical hypothesis on the extension of the alkaline plume and the claystone degradation
[see for instance 4]. Globally, after 10000 years, the pH is always strongly buffered and
important mineral transformations occur at the interface, both in cement and host rock, over
several decimeters. Even beyond the zone of intense mineral transformations, the pore water
chemistry is disturbed due to an attenuated but continuous flux of OH", K+ and Ca2+ ions over
many meters. Four interdependent mechanisms control the pH profile in the whole system:
diffusion of the alkaline plume, mineralogical buffering, ion exchange and sealing of the poral
space. Two mineralogical hypotheses are considered in the present paper: i) CSH of low Ca/Si
ratio, hydroxides and carbonates are introduced in the thermodynamic database in addition to
the initial minerals of cement and claystone (hyp. A); ii) zeolites, cation exchange and surface
complexation are introduced too (hyp. C). The EQ3/6 (V8-R6) dataset [5] is selected, but
enriched with specific data for the rather well documented radionuclides Cs, Sr, Tc and U. As
a typical example, Figure 1 provides some details on pH and mineralogy around the interface
after 10000 years of cement - claystone interactions.

Intrinsic and mechanistic simulations

The solubility of technetium has been calculated according to the intrinsic approach over the
entire domain for hypothesis A using the NEA thermodynamic database [6]. As shown in
Figure 2, there is initially a difference of more than two orders of magnitude between the
theoretical maximum solubility of Tc in cement and claystone porewaters. The calculated
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Figure 3. Examples of mechanistic processes. Evolution over 10000 years of the
fixed caesium concentration in both cement and claystone and precipitation of
strontianite, mostly at the cement-claystone interface, in case of strontium
migration.
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Figure 4. In a fully coupled simulation
(e.g. feedback of chemistry on
transport), the porosity drop at the
cement-claystone interface leads to a
significant decrease of caesium
migration into the host rock (visualized
here as a "wall" at lm50).

values are in good agreement with the compilation of Berner [7]. The solubility limit is
progressively lessened inside the cement in parallel to the pH drop, whereas the propagation
of the attenuated alkaline plume in claystone has no effect on solubility. Tc solubility is
controlled by the balance between complexation with hydroxyl-carbonate ligands
(TcCC>3(OH)3~ species) and oxide precipitation. A similar trend is observed with uranium. In
both cases, the relation between redox and pH changes has a strong impact on the calculated
solubility. Obviously, co-precipitation and organic matter complexation should be assessed in
a further step.
The second type of modeling is illustrated through the calculation of caesium migration in the
conservative hypothesis of an early waste package failure just after the resaturation of the near
field. The simulations take into account cation exchange processes for clay minerals and
zeolites and surface complexation for CSH [8,9,10]. Consequently, Kd profiles can be derived
from the calculations in both cement and claystone (Fig. 2). In agreement with experiments
[11], the retention of Cs is much less effective in cement than claystone. Within claystone, Cs
is continuously fixed by illite and montmorillonite (Fig. 3). The competitive effect with
calcium and potassium ions diffusing from cement leads to a small decrease of the Kd,
decrease which is partly compensated by the precipitation of the zeolite clinoptilolite close to
the interface. The diminution of the Kd in the cement is directly related to the re-protonation
of silanol type sites and the increase of calcium concentration due to pH lessening. Strontium
follows a similar reaction scheme regarding sorption, but the Sr migration is also coupled to
the precipitation of carbonate minerals (strontianite, see Fig. 3), or in some cases by co-
precipitation with CSH, at the cement-claystone interface.

Important precipitations of calcite or minerals with high molar volume (CSH and zeolites)
may lead to a dramatic drop of the pore space volume at the cement-claystone interface,
slowing down, or even stopping, further geochemical evolution of the system [3]. Figure 4
gives a brief illustration of the process. The 2D profile of Cs concentration has been



calculated along the gallery with a fully coupled simulation (feedback of chemistry on
transport) of the cement - claystone interactions after 5000 y. A local permanent source of Cs
is assumed in the cement, but sealing at the interface prevent it from migrating into the
claystone (at least in this simplified but demonstrative theoretical calculation).

Conclusions

The paper demonstrates that integrating radionuclides migration in the modeling of strongly
coupled geochemical processes of cement-claystone interactions is feasible. This represents
an effective alternative to the traditional Kd and solubility limit approach, although there are
still significant limitations due to the disponibility of relevant data. Meanwhile, it also helps to
assess the sensistivity and modification of these transport parameters with respect to the
evolution of the system in time and space.
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